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CartPark Covered Peaked 2-Barrier 
Installation Instructions 
  Bill of Materials 
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Step 1: Layout 

Step 2: Post Placement 

Ground frame end 

Interlocking  
end cap 

Ground frame end 

 
Filler hole 

On a flat surface, set the 
barriers, end caps and ground 
frame on the ground in the 
location where the cart corral will 
be used as shown.  

Make sure that the filler holes on 
the barriers are facing inward.  

Slide the interlocking end caps 
into the barriers. 

Place the ground frame across 
the unit so that each end of the 
ground frame fits into the slots in 
the barriers.  

  
 
 

Welded 
foot plate 
 

Interlocking  
end cap 

Tip the barriers onto their sides. 
Insert the posts with welded 
footplates into the holes of the 
barriers and end caps. 

Be sure that the angle cut on the 
posts (Figure A.) is facing the 
inside of the unit and that the 
footplates are positioned at the 
bottom of the barriers.  

Be sure that the footplates are 
sitting flush with the bottom of the 
barriers (Figure B.) when barriers 
and posts are placed in the upright 
position.  

Stand barriers and  
posts upright.    

 

B. 
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B. 

Measure to make sure the unit  
is squared diagonally before 
continuing.  

Slide the roof support channels in 
between each truss as shown.  
Align the predrilled holes on the 
roof supports with the truss 
assemblies. Secure the roof 
support channels with four (4) 
5/16-12x3/4" hex head self-
tapping screws.  

Make sure that the roof supports 
sit flush with the inner angle of 
the trusses. Do not over-torque  
the screws.  

 

Each roof panel has a protective film 
that indicates the UV side. Position the 
panel so the UV side is facing up. 
Remove the protective film.   

From inside the unit, with two people 
holding a roof panel, slide one side of 
the roof panel into the groove of one 
side of the truss (Figure A). Note: It is 
easiest to start at the top corner. Then 
flex the middle of the panel slightly to 
align and insert it into the other side of 
the truss. Slowly guide the roof panel 
into place.  

Once situated in both sides of the 
trusses, slide the top portion of the roof 
panel into the recessed area of the roof 
support channel (Figure B).   

 

Step 6: Installing the Roof Panels 

 

Step 5: Securing Top Roof Support Channel 
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Measure between the posts to ensure 
that each side measures 78.25"at the 
center.   

From the inside of the unit, slide the 
roof support channel between the 
trusses and into the bottom edge of the 
roof panel as shown.   

Make sure that the roof support 
channel sits flush with the  
trusses and that all predrilled holes line 
up.  

Secure the roof support  
channel with four (4) 5/16-12x3/4" hex 
head self-tapping screws. Repeat this 
step the other roof panels.  

 

Step 7: Installing the  Side Roof  Support Channels 

 

Make sure the roof panels are 
clean and dry prior to installing 
the stiffening bars.  

Peel off the protective paper from 
the double-sided tape on a roof 
panel stiffener. Align the holes in 
the roof panel stiffener with those 
on the top and lower roof support 
channels. Secure the stiffener 
with two (2) 10x1/2" hex head 
screws.  

Once secure, press the roof 
panel into the roof panel 
stiffeners to adhere.  

Repeat on the other side. 

 

Step 8: Installing Stiffeners  

 






